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SUMMARY
In this paper two problems of computer-aided diagnosis with ‘independence Bayes’ were investigated:
selection of variables and monotonicity in performance as the number of measurements is increased. Using
prospective data from patients with upper gastrointestinal bleeding, the stepwise forward selection approach
maximizing the apparent diagnostic accuracy was analysed with respect to different kinds of bias in
estimation of the true diagnostic accuracy and to the stability of the number and type of variables selected.
The results of this study suggest first that the selection of variables should be evaluated against the estimated
true diagnostic accuracy obtained using all variables, and secondly that the results of a single selected
sequence may be severely biased.
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INTRODUCTION
In the most popular statistical methods used in computer-aided diagnosis, such as Fisher’s linear
discriminant, logistic regression and ‘independence Bayes’, diagnostic probabilities are assigned to
a patient on the basis of observed variables (for example symptoms, signs, test results).’ Usually the
allocation of a patient to a diagnostic category is based on these posterior probabilities. A natural
criterion of a model’s performance is the rate of correct classification, which is expected to be
maximal when the Bayes criterion of allocation to the disease class with the highest a posteriori
probability is used.’
An important problem in the use of such statistical methods is the selection of a subset of
variables from a large set of possible informative variables. There are many practical and
theoretical reasons for not using all variable^.^ One of the most irritating aspects of the problem is
that in practice quite often the performance of a computer-aided system improves up to a point and
then deteriorates as further measurements are added.4 This indicates that increasing the
dimensionality of a measurement vector may not only be useless, for example when the added
measurements d o not contribute at all to the classification, but may also be harmful under certain
circumstances. Variable selection procedures based on ‘diagnostic a c c ~ r a c y should
’~
be evaluated
against several criteria including monotonicity or peaking in the ‘diagnostic accuracy’ as the
number of measurements is increased.
Another striking problem in the evaluation of variable selection procedures is the estimation of
the true diagnostic accuracy, especially when it is used as a criterion for selection. The ‘optimistic
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bias’, which often occurs when the reclassification method is used, may be controlled by crossvalidation or by dividing the data into a separate training and test set.6 However, caution has to be
exercised in the application of variable selection procedures, as there will be a ‘selection bias’
associated with the choice of the optimum from a number of possible combinations.’
This paper discusses selection of variables in computer-aided diagnosis as applied to prospective
data from 612 patients with upper gastrointestinal bleeding using the ‘independence Bayes’ model
with 46 variables and 4 diagnostic categories. The stepwise forward selection procedure in INDEPSELECT’ using the ‘diagnostic accuracy’ (respectively the ‘error rate’) as selection criterion is
investigated in relation to the monotonicity or peaking problem and to different models of
controlling ‘optimistic’ and ‘selection bias’.

PATIENTS AND METHODS
The database consisted of a consecutive series of 612 upper gastrointestinal tract emergencieswho
were admitted to the Surgical Clinic, Marburg between January 1978 and January 1985. For every
patient, a detailed history was taken and a careful clinical examination was performed. Forty-six
variables from the prospective documentation were used for computer-aided diagnosis (Table I).
The final diagnosis of the bleeding source was based on the findings at emergency endoscopy which
was performed in every patient.’ Four disease categorieswere formed:gastric ulcer, duodenal ulcer,
oesophageal varices and a group containing all other possible bleeding sources.
Computer-aided diagnosis was performed with the ‘independence Bayes’ model, which assumes
the conditional independence of the symptoms within every disease category, and uses Bayes’
theorem to calculate the posterior probabilities. An a priori probability, P ( D ) of 0.25 for every
disease category D was chosen. The conditional probabilities P ( S ID ) were estimated as follows:
P(SJD)=

(No. of patients with disease D and variable S ) + l / c
(No. of patients with disease D)+ 1

9

where c is the number of categories of symptom S.9For each patient the disease D with the highest
posterior probability was taken as the computer prediction.
‘Diagnosticaccuracy’ was used to assess the performance of the computer-aided model. The term
‘diagnostic accuracy’ is confusing; therefore a distinction between the various measures of
diagnostic accuracy used in this paper is made.6 Ideally, one would like to know the diagnostic
accuracy for future patient samples when the computer-aided model is trained (that is its
parameters are estimated)on the given data set. This type of diagnosticaccuracy is referred to as the
true diagnostic accuracy of the discriminant function on new patients. However, true diagnostic
accuracy cannot be obtained exactly, and thus methods of estimating the true diagnostic accuracy
have to be used.
The use of diagnostic accuracy in connection with the development of a computer-aided model is
quite different. If agiven data set is used both to build up the model (estimatethe parameters) and to
assess its performance in terms of diagnostic accuracy, this accuracy is referred to as apparent
diagnostic accuracy.6 If selection of variables procedures are applied in computer-aided diagnosis
they are part of the training of the model. Selection strategies based on the ‘diagnosticaccuracy’
need a measure of accuracy which has to be calculated from a given set of patients. If the
performance of the sequence of variables selected by the procedure is assessed with the same data,
this measure is called apparent diagnostic accuracy for variable selection.
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Table I. Forty-six variables used for computer-aided diagnosis
Anamnesis
admission from
age
sex
place of origin
occupation
marital status
season of admission
-

haematemesis,
since when
retching
melaena,
since when
nausea
vomiting
regurgitation
heartburn
dysphagia
pain
duration of symptoms

Examination
appetite
change of weight
bowel habit
bowel movements per day
-

ulcer disease
ulcer complications
ulcer operation
heart disease
liver disease
-

anticoagulants
antiphlogistics
analgesics
date of drugs used
smoking
alcohol

weight
height
blood group
-

general appearance
mental state
skin
abdominal examination
rectal examination
-

pulse rate
systolic blood pressure
diastolic blood pressure
arrythmias

Monotonicity
For the investigation of monotonicity4 in ‘diagnostic accuracy’ (that is no decrease in the ‘diagnostic
accuracy’ if the dimensionality of the measurement vector is increased), lo00 stepwise forward
sequences were formed, where at each step a randomly chosen variable was included. Since
investigation of all 46 variables was not feasible, this analysis was restricted to the 17 variables with
the highest single apparent diagnostic accuracy calculated by the reclassification method.6 To
examine the monotonicity problem in relation to the method of measuring ‘diagnostic accuracy’,
three different models applied to the same 10oO random sequences were investigated.6
Model 1 (reclassijication)

All patients (N = 362,1978-1981) were used for the estimation of the probabilities. The computeraided model using these estimates was tested on the same patients. The apparent accuracy was used
as a (bad) estimate of the true diagnostic accuracy.
Model 2 (cross-validation (leaving-one-out))

All patients except one (N = 361) were used for the estimation of the probabilities. The computeraided model using these estimates was tested on the one patient left out. This was done repeatedly
for all 362 patients. The percentage of patients correctly diagnosed by the computer was used as an
estimate of the true diagnostic accuracy.
Model 3 (consecutive test set)

The data were split into two sets (consecutive). The first set (N = 212, 1978-1979) was used to
estimate the probabilities. The computer-aided model using these estimates was tested on the
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Table 11. Models used for investigation of the variable selection
problem. See 'Patients and methods' for description of the models.
Method of measuring apparent
accuracy
Model

Reclassification

Cross-validation

la

lb

2a

2b

3a

3b

Reclassification
Method of
estimating Consecutive
true
test set
accuracy
Random
test set

Apparent accuracy: accuracy used in developing the model, that is in the
variable selection procedure.
True accuracy: accuracy on future performance of the sequence of variables
selected.

second set ( N = 150,198&1981). The diagnostic accuracies obtained from the test set were used as
estimates of the true diagnostic accuracy.
Monotonicity of every random sequence was investigated with the Spearman rank correlation
coefficient." For summary descriptive statistics the median-quartile system was used.
Selection of variables
The selection of variables was performed with a stepwise forward strategy of adding a new variable
to the set of already selected variables in each selection step. As the criterion for selection the
apparent diagnostic accuracy (respectively error rate) was used: in the first step the variable with the
maximum apparent diagnostic accuracy is selected; in the second step another variable is selected,
such that this new variable together with the first one has a maximum apparent diagnosticaccuracy.
This process is continued until all 46 variables are included (INDEP-SELECT').
Different methods of measuring the apparent accuracy used in the selection procedure and of
estimating the true accuracy of the selected sequence on future performance were investigated (see
Table 11).
Model la (reclassijication, no separate testing)

All patients ( N = 612)were used for the estimation of the probabilities. The apparent diagnostic
accuracy needed for the variable selection was calculated by applying the model to the same set of
patients (reclassification).No separate test group was used for estimation of the true accuracy of the
selected sequence.
Model 1 b (cross-validation, no separate testing)

All patients except one ( N = 611) were used for the estimation of the probabilities. The
performance of a combination of variables was assessed by testing the model with this combination
on the one patient left out. This was repeated for all 612 patients (cross-validation).The apparent
diagnostic accuracy of the combination of variables under study was then calculated as the
percentage of patients correctly diagnosed by the computer. This measure was used in the stepwise
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forward selection process. Again no separate test group was used for estimation of the true
diagnostic accuracy of the selected sequence.
Model 2a (reclassijcation with separate testing using consecutive splitting)

Patients from 1978-1981 ( N = 362) were used for estimation of the probabilities. The apparent
diagnostic accuracy needed for the variable selection was calculated by applying the model to the
same set of patients (reclassification).The true accuracy of the selected sequence was then estimated
by separate testing on the patients from January 1982-January 1985 ( N = 250).
Model 2b (cross-validation with separate testing using Consecutive splitting)

All of the patients from 1978-1981 ( N = 362) except one were used for the estimation of the
probabilities. The performance of a combination of variables was assessed by testing the model on
the one patient left out. This was done repeatedly for all 362 patients (cross-validation)and the
apparent diagnostic accuracy of the combination of variables under study was calculated as the
percentage of patients correctly diagnosed by the computer. This measure was then used in the
stepwise forward selection process. After the sequence of variables had been selected, all 362
patients were used for re-estimation of the probabilities.The true accuracy of the selected sequence
was then estimated by separate testing on the patients from January 1982-January 1985 ( N = 250).
Model 3a (reclassijcation with separate testing using random splitting)

The data were split randomly into two sets ( N = 612). Similarly to model 2a, one half ( N = 306)
was used to estimate the probabilities and to perform the selection of variables with reclassification.
The true accuracy of the selected sequence was then estimated by separate testing on the other half
( N = 306).
Model 3b (cross-validation with separate testing using random splitting)

The data were split randomly into two sets ( N = 612). Similarly to model 2b, one half ( N = 306)
was used to estimate the probabilities and to perform the selection of variables with crossvalidation. The true accuracy of the selected sequence was again estimated by separate testing on
the other half ( N = 306).
All calculations were performed with computer programs written by the authors in BASIC and
run on an IBM PC-AT.

RESULTS
Monotonicity

To investigate whether the ‘diagnosticaccuracy’of the computer-aided system generally increases
or at least stays the same if one more variable is added into the model (mon~tonicity~),
lo00
stepwise forward sequences were created randomly. The three models used to explore monotonicity with these sequences produced different results dependent on the method used for estimating
the true diagnostic accuracy.
With model 1 (reclassification, estimated true diagnostic accuracy = apparent diagnostic
accuracy) in less than 7 per cent of all steps, where a randomly chosen variable was included, a
decrease in the estimated true diagnostic accuracy of more than 1per cent was observed, compared
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Table 111. Correlation between the number of randomly chosen variables and the
estimated true diagnostic accuracy. Distribution of the Spearman rank correlation
coefficient using three different models applied to the same lo00 random stepwise
forward sequences. See ‘Patients and methods’ for description of the models
Spearman rank
correlation
coefficient

Model 1
Reclassification

Model 2
Cross-validation

Model 3
Consecutive test set

2 0.95
0.90-0.94
0.85-0.89
0.80.84
0.75-0.79
0.70.74
0.65-0.70
060.64
0.55459
0.50.54
< 0.50

943
53
3
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

494
322
110
43
16
5
6
2
1
0
1

278
318
209
89
36
27
15
7
7
6
8

lo00

lo00

lo00

Total

to 15 per cent with model 2 (cross-validation)and 19 per cent with model 3 (consecutivetest set). In
278 of the lo00 sequences no such decrease occurred with model 1 at any of the selection steps
(model 2: 37 sequences, model 3: 9 sequences).A decrease of more than 2 per cent occured only in 1
per cent of all selection steps with model 1, in 5 per cent of the steps with model 2 and in 13per cent
of the steps with model 3. Two hundred and three sequences (model l), 621 sequences (model2) and
930 sequences (model 3) were affected by a decrease of diagnostic accuracy of more than 2 per cent
in at least one of the selection steps. With models 1 and 3 the number of decreases in the estimated
true diagnostic accuracy when a variable was added (for example at least one per cent), was
uniformly distributed with respect to the selection steps (except in steps 1and 16,where the 2nd and
17th variables were added, respectively).In the cross-validation approach (model 2) the number of
such decreases reached its maximum in step 2 (3rd variable added) and declined monotonicallywith
the number of variables added.
A non-parametric technique, Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient, was used to measure for
each of the stepwise forward sequences whether a monotonic relationship between the number of
variables and the estimated true diagnostic accuracy exists.” Table I11 shows the distribution of
the lo00 coefficients using the three different models. With model 1 (reclassification),the great
majority of the coefficients are centred near the value 1, which indicates a perfect monotonic
relationship. This could not be shown so convincingly with model 3 (consecutive test set), where
about 10 per cent of the sequences had coefficients less than 0.80. Nevertheless, the majority of all
Spearman rank correlation coefficients (60 per cent) exceeded the value of 0.90 with model 3. The
distribution of the coefficients with model 2 (cross-validation)lay between the distributions of
models 1 and 3. In Figure 1, the summary descriptive statistics of all 1000 sequences, which were
calculated separately for each selection step and each model, are given. For all three models the
median-curve was monotonic and flattening towards the maximum value obtained from using all
variables. The area bounded by the 25th and 75th percentile curves, which were also monotonic,
decreased continuously from the second to all variables in the three models. However, the variation
in the estimated true diagnostic accuracy is clearly greater with models 2 and 3 compared to
model 1.
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Figure 1, continued on next page

Selection of variables
Using 6 different models and all 46 variables (see ‘Patients and methods’), the stepwise forward
selection approach maximizing the apparent diagnostic accuracy was perf~rmed.~
Using the
criterion ‘stop the selection if no increase of the apparent diagnostic accuracy occurs’, the number
and type of the selected variables and the final ‘accuracy’were investigated. From Figure 2 it can be
seen that the number of variables selected by model la (reclassification,N = 612) was double the
number of variables selected by model Ib (cross-validation, N = 612) with a final (apparent)
diagnostic accuracy of 63 per cent with reclassification and 57 per cent with cross-validation.The
selected sequences agreed up to the second step (1st variable: skin, 2nd: liver disease). In addition
the variables pain, melaena and bowel habit were selected by both models at different steps (crossvalidation: the 3rd, 4th and 8th variables selected; reclassification: 7th, 5th and 8th).
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Figure 1. Summary descriptive statistics for loo0 random stepwise forward sequences. For each model (see ‘Patientsand
methods’) the same random sequences were used. For each number of variables (1,2 . . ., 17) selected, the following
descriptive statistics are presented: (a) maximum; (b) 75th percentile; (c) median; (d) 25th percentile and (e) minimum:
(A) model 1 (reclassification); (B) model 2 (cross-validation); (C) model 3 (consecutive test set)

A similar pattern was observed when using models 2a and 2b (reclassificationor cross-validation
with separate testing using consecutive splitting). Twenty variables were selected with the
reclassification method (see Figure 2) and 8 variables with the cross-validation method, resulting in
apparent diagnostic accuracies of 67 and 53 per cent and estimated true diagnostic accuracies of 46
and 45 per cent, respectively. Four variables were selected by both models: liver disease, age, height
and smoking. Again the sequences agreed up to the second step (1st variable: liver disease, 2nd: age).
The variable height was included in the 6th step (both models) and the variable smoking in the 12th
and 7th steps (reclassification, cross-validation).
Models 3a and 3b (reclassification or cross-validation with separate testing using random
splitting) were applied repeatedly using different randomly split data sets for training and testing
(also different between the models). Table IV shows the results of 10 selected sequences for each
model. With selection based on reclassification (model 3a) the number of variables selected was
again higher than with selection based on cross-validation (model 3b). Whereas the apparent
diagnostic accuracy differed between the models (on the average 7 per cent), no difference could be
observed in the estimated true diagnostic accuracy. Thirty-five out of 46 variables were included in
at least 1 of 10 selected sequences with model 3a and 31 out of 46 variables with model 3b. Only
variable 36 (liver disease) was selected in all repeated applications of both models. One variable
(pain) was included in 6 sequences with model 3a and 7 sequences with model 3b. Another 6
variables were included in half of the sequences (model 3a: blood group, age, haematemesis,
dysphagia and anticoagulants; both models: time of melaena). With model 3a about 50 per cent and
with model 3b about 68 per cent of the selected variables were observed only in one or at most two
sequences.
Stepwise forward selections maximizing the apparent diagnostic accuracy and without
employing a stopping criterion are shown in Figure 2 for five different models. Except for the first
selections, where model 2a (reclassification: N = 362, no separate testing), model l a (reclassification: N = 612) and model l b (cross-validation: N = 612) agreed in the apparent diagnostic
accuracy, these three curves were well separated. Whereas model l a and model 2a (no separate
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Figure 2. Selection of variables using different models for estimation of the ‘diagnostic accuracy’. See ‘Patients and
methods’ for detailed description of the models and the variable selection procedure. For models with no separate testing,
the apparent diagnostic accuracy was taken as an estimate of the true diagnostic accuracy: A training set N = 362
(1978-1981), no separate testing; * Median of 10 selected sequences based on different random splits

Table IV. Selection of variables applied to the models based on random splitting. See
‘Patients and methods’ for description of the models 3a and 3b
Number of
variables selected?
Sequence* Model 3a

Apparent diagnostic
accuracy (%)

Estimated true
diagnostic accuracy (%)

Model 3b

Model 3a

Model 3b

Model 3a

Model 3b

12
10
9
8
7
7
6
5
4

69
68
65
62

3

60
57
61
58

60
55
57
57
57
58
54
55
53
51

47
51

10

16
14
13
11
11
10
8
8
7
7

47
50
49
49
50
46
54

49
47
48
51
48
53
51
47
48
47

median

11

7

63

56

49

48

1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8

9

64
64

43

10 repeated applications of each model using different randomly split data sets.

7 Stopping criterion: no increase in the apparent diagnostic accuracy.

testing) produced smooth and approximately monotonic curves, there was a slight peaking in the
curve produced by model lb. This latter model produced results approaching the models with no
separate test group in the beginning of the selection process and the models with a separate test
group in the middle and end of the selection process. Model 3a (reclassification with separate
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testing using random splitting) and model 3b (cross-validation with separate testing using random
splitting) produced rather similar results. However, these models resulted in unsmooth curves with
a clear worsening of the estimated true diagnostic accuracy compared to the other models without
separate testing.
DISCUSSION
The problem of monotonicity and of selection of variables has been investigated in this study using
the very simple ‘independence Bayes’ model. This model has been extensively criticized, especially
for the simplifying assumption of independence.’’ Nevertheless it is one of the most
popular statistical methods in computer-aided diagnosis’ and has often been described as a good
discriminator.’. For our problem with missing data, four disease categories and a great number of
probabilities to be estimated, such a simple model is of great advantage. It must be stressed that the
strategy of selection and the criterion of optimality used in this paper are based on posterior
probabilities, which can be obtained with many models5
Concerning the criterion of optimality for selection of variables, it has been shown that, for
example, the F-criterion used in the SPSS and BMDP packages is not appropriate, and can even be
inversely related to diagnostic performance. l 2 The criterion of ‘diagnostic accuracy’ used in this
paper belongs to one of several rite ria,^ of real interest to the clinician, when using a computeraided system.
There are many factors influencing the kind of problems investigated in this paper. Even when
restricted to the ‘independence Bayes’ model and to ‘diagnostic accuracy’ as a measure of
performance, many other factors, such as different methods for estimating probability densities,
interactions between the variables and the ratio of dimensionality to the sample size: influence the
monotonicity and the variable selection problem. In this paper a clinical data set ( N = 612), typical
for such diagnostic problems, was used as an example to describe some of the statistical problems
connected with selection and monotonicity which seem to be independent of interactions between
the variables.
Stepwise forward selection maximizing the apparent diagnostic accuracy on a given data set
leads to a single subset of variables. One of the main points of interest is the diagnostic accuracy of
the selected subset on future samples.6 Two kinds of bias in estimating the true diagnostic accuracy
have to be considered. The first is the selection bias associated with choosing the optimal one from a
large number of possible s ~ b s e t s .1~3 *’l 4 Murray7 described a model in which data were simulated
from two populations with independent normal random variables with unit variance and different
means (+ 1/4, - 1/4) and the likelihood ratio was used as the (optimal) discriminant. This gives a
monotonically increasing true diagnostic accuracy as the number of variables is increased.
Different procedures for the selection of variables used in that study resulted in very optimistic
estimates of the true diagnostic accuracy and showed a clearly peaking behaviour of the apparent
diagnostic accuracy.
The second bias in estimating the true diagnostic accuracy is connected with the problem of
having only a finite number of samples for training and testing of the computer-aided system. The
dilemma is that if one is interested in having full efficiency of the model, all available data must be
used for training and one cannot check whether the model is correct. If one is interested in whether
the model is correct, not all available data can be used for training and thus one cannot have full
effi~iency.’~
The reclassification method with training and testing on the same data usually gives
optimistically biased results (‘optimistic bias’), whereas dividing the sample into training and test
sets may result in pessimistically biased estimates of the true error rate (‘pessimistic bias’).6
Figure 2 clearly demonstrates the influence of both kinds of bias on the estimation of the true
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diagnostic accuracy. In the reclassification method without separate testing, the results are mostly
optimistic,owing to the additive effects of selection and optimistic bias. With increasing sample size
( N = 612 instead of N = 362) the bias is reduced, but the results are still overoptimistic.The crossvalidation method (leaving-one-out5*6, without separate testing does not suffer from the
optimistic bias, thus resulting in better estimates (Figure 2). However, the selection bias is still
present, as can be seen from the nearly identical curves of both the reclassification and crossvalidation methods ( N = 612) in the first seven selection steps. The peaking behaviour of the crossvalidation curve ( N = 612) underlines the strong effect of selection bias. In stepwise forward
selection procedures which result in only a few selected variables, neither the reclassification nor the
cross-validationmethod without separate testing give accurate estimates of the diagnosticaccuracy
on future performance.
In the different approaches with separate testing, the selection bias is eliminated,as can be seen
from Figure 2. The difference in the estimated true diagnostic accuracy between cross-validation
with separate testing and reclassification with separate testing is surprisingly small, indicating that
in our data set selection of variables using better estimates of the 'diagnostic accuracy' (crossvalidation omitting the optimistic bias) do not lead to selected sequenceswith a better performance.
These two models seem to approximate the true diagnostic accuracy from below with only small
differences to the cross-validation model without separate testing ( N = 612) in the second half of
the selection process. To estimate the diagnostic accuracies on future performance, both estimates
from below (models with separate testing) and from above (cross-validation without separate
testing) should be calculated and compared.
Another important question also related to the estimation of the diagnostic accuracy is, whether
a selected sequence of variables is the best on future perf~rmance.'~
Although the selected sequence
is optimal with regard to the training set, it need not be optimal on new data. The reclassification
method and the cross-validation method with separate testing produced unsmooth curves,
indicating that a non-optimal set of variables had been selected with respect to the new data
(Figure 2). One approach to solving this problem is the production not of a single subset of
variables, but of different 'optimal' sets of selected variables to be tested on separate data and
compared against each other. Unfortunately this introduces another kind of selection bias which
has to be controlled.
The choice of the model in selection of variables is not only important for estimation of the
diagnostic accuracy on future performance, but also for the number and type of selected variables.
Marked differences occurred when the stepwise forward selection approach maximizing the
apparent diagnostic accuracy5 was applied using the reclassification or the cross-validation
methods.' ' Repeated application of the variable selection approach using random splitting
(models 3a and 3b) also produced unstable results with respect to the number, the type and the
order of variables included and the estimated diagnostic accuracies (Table IV). The fact that this
selection approach is very sensitive to changes in the model and changes in the stopping criterion,
indicates that a single selected sequence of variables cannot be trusted. One approach to
investigating this problem could be repeated application of variable selection using random
splitting with an analysis of the distribution of the selected variables.
The last problem discussed in this paper is the often observed, but undesirable feature of
premature termination in stepwise forward selection approaches.'6 The results of our study show
that tests of monotonicity (estimated true diagnostic accuracy improves monotonically as the
number of measurements is increased)depend on the model used for estimating the true accuracy
(Figure 1). Monotonicity in our data could be demonstrated clearly when using reclassification
without separate testing and the apparent diagnostic accuracy (Table 111, Figure l(A)).In the case of
reclassification and separate testing, using the estimated true diagnostic accuracy in the test set for
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the analysis of monotonicity, the results were not so impressive (Table 111, Figure l(C)). However,
the median performance and the performance of the majority of the lo00 individual random
sequences could be demonstrated to be (nearly)monotonic. Model 2 (cross-validation) with a more
efficient use of the data, produced, as expected, results between the two extremes. Overall, the
results show that in our data the estimated true diagnostic accuracy generally improves
monotonically as the number of measurements is increased.
Monotonicity has been proved in the case of completely known class-conditional densities
(infinite training set)4 and in the Bayesian approach with known prior densities.” For completely
unknown class-conditional densities, as assumed in this paper, Hughes’* showed that in the
estimative approach (maximum-likelihood estimates of the conditional probabilities P(SID))
peaking occurs when an average is taken over all possible sets of random samples of fixed size and
over all possible problems generated by the prior densities. If the ratio of the sample size and the
number of variables is large enough this so called ‘optimal measurement complexity’ is not
r e a ~ h e d . ~ ,Despite the violation of the model’s underlying assumptions in our study (conditional
independence), no such optimal measurement complexity could be observed with a ratio of about
20 (362 patients, 17 variables). From Figure 2 it can be assumed that even with a ratio of 14 (612
patients, 46 variables) no optimal measurement complexity exists. Therefore for similar data, a
stepwise forward selected sequence’ should be evaluated against the estimated true diagnostic
accuracy obtained from all variables. Copas14 makes similar points from a theoretical perspective.
He argues that in regression analysis applied to prediction, empirical selection of variables mostly
gives worse results than fitting the whole regression. In addition, the amount by which validation fit
on new data falls short of retrospective fit (shrinkage) can be particularly marked when stepwise
fitting is used.14
In this paper, a particular clinical data set was used to investigate the problems of monotonicity
and of selection of variables. However, other studies and our own results in other fields of
computer-aided diagnosis” suggest that most of the results can be extended to other sets of data.
From the results of this study it is concluded that the full model using all variables should be used as
a reference point for selection procedures in computer-aided diagnosis with ‘independence
Bayes’.’ Furthermore,stepwise forward selection of variables maximizing the apparent diagnostic
accuracy has intractable sampling properties, and thus must be treated with extreme caution, even
if the selection bias and the optimistic bias are controlled by separate testing.
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